GC-Net: Global context network for medical image segmentation.
Medical image segmentation plays an important role in many clinical applications such as disease diagnosis, surgery planning, and computer-assisted therapy. However, it is a very challenging task due to variant images qualities, complex shapes of objects, and the existence of outliers. Recently, researchers have presented deep learning methods to segment medical images. However, these methods often use the high-level features of the convolutional neural network directly or the high-level features combined with the shallow features, thus ignoring the role of the global context features for the segmentation task. Consequently, they have limited capability on extensive medical segmentation tasks. The purpose of this work is to devise a neural network with global context feature information for accomplishing medical image segmentation of different tasks. The proposed global context network (GC-Net) consists of two components; feature encoding and decoding modules. We use multiple convolutions and batch normalization layers in the encoding module. On the other hand, the decoding module is formed by a proposed global context attention (GCA) block and squeeze and excitation pyramid pooling (SEPP) block. The GCA module connects low-level and high-level features to produce more representative features, while the SEPP module increases the size of the receptive field and the ability of multi-scale feature fusion. Moreover, a weighted cross entropy loss is designed to better balance the segmented and non-segmented regions. The proposed GC-Net is validated on three publicly available datasets and one local dataset. The tested medical segmentation tasks include segmentation of intracranial blood vessel, retinal vessels, cell contours, and lung. Experiments demonstrate that, our network outperforms state-of-the-art methods concerning several commonly used evaluation metrics. Medical segmentation of different tasks can be accurately and effectively achieved by devising a deep convolutional neural network with a global context attention mechanism.